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he increase in traffic, specially as regards heavy vehicles, caused severe problems to the duration of road
paving. Consequently, it becomes necessary to use
a foundation layer in the roadbuilding made of a
mixture stabilized with hydraulic binders: the cement
mixture. This is a material prepared using stabilized
granular mixture, gravel, cement and water. It can be used as foundation layer in the
semi-rigid road paving and in all the structural conditions where you want to increase the load-bearing capacity. The cement mixture layer put into the flexible
paving allows a clear improvement of the entire structure in terms of fatigue
resistance. In the rigid paving, instead, the cement mixture is used both
for avoiding the sudden difference of rigidity between the concrete plate and the sub-base and providing a compact
layer on which stretching the paving.
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EC continuous mixers are a powerful and reliable solution
for continuous mixing processes, especially for big size
aggregates. They are in fact suitable for rolled compacted
concrete and lean concrete, and for the cold recycling of
material milled from the old bituminous mixes. Contra-rotating mixing
shafts create a strong turbulence in the central area of the mixer, even
for the high number of blades used. The movement of axles guarantees
an excellent blending of components, while they are pushed from the
entry to the loading point. It is available in two sizes: the first one with a
production capacity of 150 cubic metres per hour and the second one
with a production capacity of 300 cubic metres
per hour.

Mixing blades in HARDOX 500 HB 20 mm (0.8 inch)
thickness, highly crash-proof. Mixing beams in
spheroidical iron bolted to the shafts

Bin coat HARDOX 500 HB 12 mm (0.5 inch)
thickness. Offset rectangular plates. As
option, the coating can be supplied in HARDOX
500 HB 15 mm (0.6 inch)

(optional) Feeding pipe for bitumen emulsion
(without horizontal sections) for cold recycling

Covering equipped with four inspection
hatches, fitted with safety systems for
opening and two inspection hatches with
protection net

Hardened collets to protect the mixing shaft.
Sealing system combined with polyurethane
collars and mechanical seals ground steel

(optional) Double traversing discharge conveyor
for loading soft-top vehicles or truck mixers

Technical Features
Hourly production

Frontal View

Maximum section of aggregates

870-2'10"

Mixing blades

4060-13'4"

150 - 196

mm - inch

35 - 1.4

n.

40

rpm

70

Motor rotation speed

rpm

1450 *

kw-hp

1x22 - 1x30

Rated current

A

42 *

Supply voltage

v/hz

400/50 **

Primary reduction ratio

-

7,5 *

Secondary reduction ratio

-

2,76 *

Total reduction ratio
Net weight

Lateral View

mec 150

Rotation speed (shafts)
Mixing motors power (n° 1 motors)

2885-9'6"

um
m3/h - yds3/h

-

20,7 *

kg - lb

2900 - 6390

* Variable according to feeding voltage in the installation country
** Feeding voltage of reference

765-2'6"

375-1'3"

OPTIONAL
- Mixing blades in HARDOX 500 HB 27 mm (1.1 inch) thickness
- Bin’s coat in HARDOX 500 HB 15 mm (0.6 inch) thickness
- Double traversing discharge conveyor
- Set-up for cold emulsion

520-1'8"

All information and data shall be deemed purely indicative
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